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Abstract

Abstract notions are often comprehended through
analogies, wherein there exists correspondence or
partial similarity with more concrete concepts. A
fundamental aspect of human cognition involves
synthesising embodied experiences into spatial
schemas, which profoundly influence conceptual-
isation and underlie language acquisition. Recent
studies have demonstrated that Large Language
Models (LLMs) exhibit certain spatial intuitions
akin to human language. For instance, both humans
and LLMs tend to associate ↑ with hope more
readily than with warn. However, the nuanced
partial similarities between concrete (e.g., ↑) and
abstract (e.g., hope) concepts, remain insufficiently
explored. Therefore, we propose a novel methodol-
ogy utilising analogical reasoning to elucidate these
associations and examine whether LLMs adjust
their associations in response to analogy-prompts.
We find that analogy-prompting is slightly increas-
ing agreement with human choices and the answers
given by models include valid explanations sup-
ported by analogies, even when in disagreement
with human results1.

1 Introduction
In recent years, the development of LLMs has led to remark-
able advancements in natural language processing (NLP) and
many other fields. These models, trained on vast amounts of
text data, exhibit impressive language understanding capabil-
ities and demonstrate a variety of emergent abilities similar
to human reasoning capabilities [Wei et al., 2022a]. How-
ever, amidst their success, many fundamental questions re-
main: whether these abilities are accurately measured [Scha-
effer et al., 2024; Katzir, 2023] and whether their internal
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conceptualisations are comparable to human concept forma-
tion. Specifically, the conceptualisation of abstract notions
is an understudied but relevant measure that can unveil more
profound insights into the inner workings of LLMs.

Figure 1: Example of an instance in which the LLM response dis-
agrees with human judgement given the following prompt: Given
the concepts: ↑, ↓, ←, →. For the CONCEPT that best represent
the event “perched”, what would you choose? Explain the analogy
(ANALOGY:), then provide one concept (↑, ↓, ←, →) (CONCEPT:)

Abstract notions are often comprehended through analo-
gies, wherein there exists correspondence or partial similar-
ity with more concrete concepts. This analogical reasoning
is a fundamental aspect of human cognition [Holyoak et al.,
2001; Hofstadter, 2001]. Conceptualisation involves synthe-
sising embodied experiences into spatial (or image) schemas,
which influence conceptualisation and underlie human lan-
guage acquisition [Geeraerts and Cuyckens, 2007].

Recent research has delved into this inquiry, focusing on
the non-embodiment of LLMs and their capacity to capture
implicit human intuitions regarding abstract concepts [Wicke,
2023; Wicke and Wachowiak, 2024; Wachowiak and Gro-
mann, 2023]. While these studies offer initial results and ev-
idence regarding the commonalities and differences between
LLM abilities and human cognition, they fall short of pro-
viding deeper insights into why LLMs sometimes completely
oppose our thinking strategies and how this can be explained.

Drawing inspiration from analogical abstraction, we pro-
pose a novel methodology to prompt LLMs for their intu-
itions of abstract spatial schemas. By leveraging analogical
reasoning, we seek to bridge the gap between human intu-
itions of spatial concepts and computational representations
encoded within LLMs. Our approach offers the following:
(I) a novel methodology that evokes LLMs to use analogical
reasoning strategies to solve a task; (II) the quantitative anal-
ysis of the proposed methodology, compared to human and
baseline results; (III) a qualitative analysis of the individual
differences within the intuitions of spatial schemas.

https://cisnlp.github.io/analogical_reasoning/


2 Related Works
LLMs, trained on extensive human-generated data, often
yield output results similar to human answers, indicative of
human tendencies and preferences [Hagendorff et al., 2022;
Dasgupta et al., 2022]. Recently, this has motivated psy-
chology studies that aim to gain insight into human cogni-
tion through LLMs [Dillion et al., 2023; Harding et al., 2023;
Aher et al., 2023]. In a study by [Dillion et al., 2023], they
investigate if LLMs can replace humans in moral judgement
tasks. They find a strong correlation between human and
LLM responses but note demographic biases, limiting diver-
sity capture. Critics argue LLMs lack sufficient evaluation
to replace humans in experiments [Harding et al., 2023], and
LLMs’ accuracy is questioned due to reliance on static train-
ing data, unable to adapt to evolving human judgements.

Despite contrasting views psychological experiments
explore if LLMs can emulate humans, driven by interest
in comparing their performance on a behavioral level to
human performance [Lieto, 2021]. In psycholinguistics,
such experiments highlight LLMs’ language processing
abilities [Houghton et al., 2023]. They exhibit similarities
to humans in discerning grammatical sentences [Dentella et
al., 2023] and cognitive biases [Hagendorff et al., 2022].
Recent models like ChatGPT and GPT-4 minimize these
biases [Hagendorff et al., 2022].

Analogical Reasoning will be the tool with which we
plan to investigate the LLMs spatial conceptualisations in this
work-in-progress study. [Thaler et al., 2022] describes ana-
logical reasoning as the mapping process between example
solutions and new problems, their research involves testing
students on their conceptualisation and knowledge of SQL,
in regard to example solutions they are shown. In a survey on
anti-unification, [Cerna and Kutsia, 2023] name analogical
reasoning as one of the key applications for generalisation.
The Analogical Reasoning Framework (ARN) presented in
[Sourati et al., 2023] focuses on the ability of LLMs to pick
the correct analogy on a narrative level. Enhanced through
few shot and Chain-of-Thought (CoT) prompting, the mod-
els employ analogical reasoning to decide on the correct an-
swer given a query narrative. [Jiang et al., 2024] presents
the results and challenges of various models on the BRAIN-
TEASER(S) benchmark, which was introduced to test LLMs
on their lateral reasoning skills. The authors regard analogical
reasoning as a future direction for challenge improvement.

2.1 Background
In a recent study [Wicke and Wachowiak, 2024], LLMs’
spatial intuitions were investigated by replicating three psy-
cholinguistic experiments [Gibbs Jr et al., 1994; Beitel et al.,
2001; Richardson et al., 2001]. The study [Gibbs Jr et al.,
1994] examines how bodily experiences influence our un-
derstanding of “stand,” identifying related image schemas,
evaluating similarity judgements, and exploring alternative
interpretations. [Beitel et al., 2001] replicates these experi-
ments focusing on the preposition “on.” The third experiment
[Richardson et al., 2001] takes a slightly different approach,
because it asks participants to choose an abstract representa-
tion (↑, ↓, →, ←) for a list of action words that are abstract

(e.g. hope) or concrete (e.g. pull). Overall, model responses
often align with human responses, particularly in larger mod-
els, indicating a correlation, albeit with discrepancies in cer-
tain image schemas. These insights suggest that models re-
flect spatial primitive intuitions, potentially attributed to their
ability to model words, their contextual use, and relation to
schema definitions. However, the study highlights limitations
in explanatory value, especially regarding cases where model
answers diverge significantly from human responses.

This workshop paper aims to address the explanatory gap
observed in this research on conceptualisations by leveraging
analogical reasoning within LLMs to provide further expla-
nations. In particular, we focus on the third experiment (see
Fig. 2). Producing new results using analogical reasoning
may also produce different agreement between model and
human response. Previous studies have demonstrated that
CoT prompting LLMs to provide step-by-step instructions
yields improved performance across various tasks [Zhang et
al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022b]. Similar to the let’s think step-
by-step instruction provided to evoke CoT reasoning, we pro-
pose an explain the analogy instruction as a new methodology
wherein the model is tasked to provide explanatory analogies.

The approach makes two assumptions: linking abstract
symbols (e.g., ↑, ↓, →, ←) with concepts (e.g., hope,
perch, pull) requires finding similarities, and misalignment
in analogical abstraction may lead to differences with human
choices. The study aims to: i) provide insights through analo-
gies, and ii) assess if prompting LLMs to generate analogies,
like CoT prompts, improves alignment with humans.

Figure 2: Two LLMs (GPT-3.5 and GPT-4) are asked to pick either
from the Unicode arrows or the textual options (‘DOWN’, ‘UP’ etc.)
on the left to best represent the concepts on the right (e.g. fled).

3 Experimental Design
To summarize, we replicate one of the three experiments con-
ducted by [Wicke and Wachowiak, 2024] to explore analog-
ical reasoning’s potential for providing explanations and en-
hancing alignment. Given our focus on testing this aspect, we
designate our effort as work in progress and solely execute the
third experiment. Notably, we restrict our selection to models
demonstrating the highest alignment, following [Wicke and
Wachowiak, 2024], to ensure a more dependable assessment
of the analogical reasoning effect. Furthermore, we opt to
exclude vision language models (VLMs) (e.g., GPT-4 vision)
as in the third condition of the original experiment due to its
cost, deeming it unnecessary for a preliminary investigation.

3.1 Methodology
Selected Models and Items The highest alignment be-
tween LLMs and humans for the third experiment was mea-
sured for OpenAI models GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. Specifically,
we choose the gpt-3.5-turbo-instruct and gpt-4



Choice GPT-3.5 GPT-3.5A GPT-4 GPT-4A

Up
Down
Left
Right

0.63
0.31
0.37
0.56

0.57 (-)
0.44 (+)
0.30 (-)
0.58 (+)

0.66
0.33
0.24
0.41

0.65 (-)
0.41 (+)
0.18 (-)
0.65 (+)

↑
↓
←
→

0.49
0.42
0.31
0.56

0.68 (+)
0.50 (+)
0.34 (+)
0.63 (+)

0.70
0.49
0.18
0.69

0.64 (-)
0.60 (+)
0.38 (+)
0.60 (-)

Average 0.46 0.51 (+) 0.46 0.51 (+)

Table 1: Spearman correlation between model answers and human
answers. Average correlation is higher for analogy-prompting (A).

endpoints in the Chat Completions API. The temperature
parameter was set to 0 and the max token number to 80.
Total inference cost were $11.88. Reproducing the third
experiment includes the list of 30 verbs (see examples in
Figure 2 and the original reseach [Richardson et al., 2001;
Wicke and Wachowiak, 2024]). We exclude the third condi-
tion requiring VLMs, because this initial study is text-only.
Selected Prompts and Modalities We adopt the same
prompts used by [Wicke and Wachowiak, 2024], but we add
the prompt for an analogy. Due to the increased performance
of LLMs with an instruction-following objective [Ouyang et
al., 2022], we can make use of certain instructive patterns.
Here, we include the ‘CONCEPT:’ and ‘ANALOGY:’ tags to
enforce a specific output format. As presented in [Wicke and
Wachowiak, 2024], the models are sensitive towards textual
or pseudo-visual options (words or unicode, e.g. UP or ↑) as
well as order of options [Pezeshkpour and Hruschka, 2023].

The resulting prompt is assessed for all 24 permutations
of the option order (24 ways of ordering the 4 directions), for
both modalities (word/unicode), all 30 items and both models
resulting in a total of 2880 model inferences. The prompt:

Given the concepts: $options$. For the CONCEPT
that best represent the event $item$, what would
you choose? Explain the analogy (ANALOGY:),
then provide one concept ($options$) (CONCEPT:)

See Fig. 1 for an example of the prompt with options and
item. In this preliminary study, we simply adopted an aug-
mented prompt used in [Wicke and Wachowiak, 2024]. Con-
sidering our aim to validate the concept, we refrained from
conducting extensive prompt optimization, which typically
mandates the LLM to produce responses in predetermined
formats (e.g., analogies following “ANALOGY” and choices
following “CONCEPT”). Instead, our analysis involved man-
ual data processing to ensure the validity of responses.

3.2 Analysis and Results
Data processing Following analysis of model responses,
instances where no valid choice could be identified automat-
ically or multiple choices were provided (e.g., “CONCEPT:
left or right”) were excluded and we manually added the cho-
sen concept if present in the models’ analogy. Processing
yielded 2846 valid choices of 2880 inferences. Only 34 infer-
ences lacked valid choices, yielding an error rate of 1.18%,
which we deem negligible for our preliminary findings.

Quantitative Results In the analysis of all 24 permuta-
tions of options, a distribution of responses from each model
is derived for every item. These distributions are subse-
quently correlated with human choices obtained from the
original psycholinguistic studies and the baselines articulated
in [Wicke and Wachowiak, 2024]. The spearman correlations
assessing agreement with human choices are contrasted with
the baseline (without analogy-prompting) in Table 1. This
quantitative assessment elucidates that for certain selections
(e.g., Up / ↑), the utilisation of analogy-prompting neither
elevates nor diminishes correlations. On average however,
when compared to baseline outcomes, an overall enhance-
ment in agreement is discernible: GPT-3.5/GPT-4 (0.46/0.46)
vs. analogical prompts with GPT-3.5A/GPT-4A (0.51/0.51).
Qualitative Results The qualitative analysis examined
items with deviations between model and human choices. We
analysed the analogies accompanying these differences.

Comparing human results to those of the models revealed
two scenarios: (i) words where all four model setups strongly
agreed on a concept different from humans’ choice (e.g.,
perched and obeyed); and (ii) words where humans identified
two potential concepts while the model setups consistently
leaned toward one (e.g., flew, floated, and rested). Some
analogies involved a change in perspective. For instance,
regarding perched, most results used the analogy of a bird
perching high up to justify up, with some models even linking
it to sitting humans, likely leading humans to choose down.
Still, the models chose up because the bird is sitting high up.

We noticed GPT-4 provides more complex analogies. For
instance, GPT-3.5 relates flew with up simply as the direction
of flight, while GPT-4 resorts to a bird/plane analogy. Simi-
larly, for floated most explanations rely on defying gravity but
GPT-4 provides a balloon analogy. A common theme is as-
sociating directions with sentiment: down often implies dan-
ger and negativity; left suggests the wrong path or regression;
right signifies the correct path, progress, and safety. Addi-
tionally, arrows represent more than directions, such as the
subject (self ). For instance, pulled in Unicode approaches is
linked to ←, explained as moving something towards oneself,
while text approaches favour down, explained by a gravity
analogy. We will release all data upon acceptance (more at1).

4 Conclusion
This preliminary study suggests that analogical reasoning can
influence alignment between humans and LLMs in represen-
tation. It also offers initial insights into differences between
human and LLM conceptualisation of concrete and abstract
concepts by means of a qualitative analysis.
Limitations and Future Work This study is limited in the
number of experiments, models, and paper length, indicat-
ing the need for further investigation. Specifically, we aim to
gather human analogical reasoning of the same task for com-
parison with LLMs more comprehensively. Additionally, we
plan to incorporate VLMs and conduct more experiments, in-
cluding refining prompt engineering with no error tolerance.
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